Reduction of silicon photomultipliers thermal generation in self-coincidence system applied in low level light measurements
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Abstract. The paper presents method for thermal generation reduction in low level light applications, especially where measured phenomena have random character. The algorithm was developed basing on cosmic ray measurements. The main parts of the system are: Silicon Photomultipliers (SiPM), front-end ASIC for amplifying and shaping signals. SiPM is a very sensitive device which can detect single photons. Comparing to a standard photomultiplier SiPM has a compact size, low operating voltage and it is immune to an electromagnetic field. Thermally generated signals are disadvantage of SiPM. This paper presents the measurement method to reduce influence of thermal generation.
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1. Introduction

There are many applications based on low level light detection. The most often used sensors are: avalanche photodiodes, standard photomultiplier tubes (PMT), the light-sensitive CCD or CMOS detectors [1-6]. A photomultiplier tube dominates in very small light intensity studies. Among standard silicon detectors an avalanche photodiode has a smaller gain than SiPM [7]. CCD and CMOS sensors have smaller sensitivity than SiPM [8].

The paper describes the measurement system based on SiPM, the used method and results. The construction of SiPM is presented, its advantages and disadvantages with respect to PMT. Principles of work of the front-end ASIC for SiPM are explained.

The cosmic ray phenomenon was used to prove that the presented method for reduction of SiPM thermal generation operates properly. Cosmic rays are particles that are observed to strike the Earth’s atmosphere with high energies. It is formed of radiation that is constantly raining down from a space. Showers of high energy particles occur when energetic cosmic rays strike the top of the Earth’s atmosphere. An occurrence of cosmic rays has a random character. The cosmic ray could be observed using a scintillator, which converts deposited energy of a passing particle to visible light photons. Such photons are registered by SiPM.

2. Silicon photomultiplier

SiPM is a device which can detect a single photon [7, 9]. SiPM is an array of photodiodes (cells) connected together in parallel (Fig. 1). Each element of this array consists of a diode and a quenching resistor to limit current flowing through the junction.

Fig. 1. Silicon photomultiplier construction – electrical schematic and picture of surface under microscope Refs. [10, 11]

The current – voltage characteristic is presented in Fig. 2. At some specific voltage there occurs in a p-n junction the breakdown phenomenon. When SiPM is biased beyond the electrical breakdown voltage – it is operating in the Geiger mode – each generated pair of electron-hole creates an avalanche. A typical gain is between $10^5$ and $10^6$ electrons per photon [12].

![Current Voltage Characteristic](image-url)
An isolating ring around a cell prevents an avalanche from spreading outside the cell. The total output is a sum of current from all cells hence it is proportional to the number of avalanches, which in turn is proportional to the light intensity.

The main advantages of SiPM with respect to the standard PMT are: the compact size, low power consumption, low operating voltage and immunity to electromagnetic field. Operating voltage of SiPM depends on the detector’s type and is lower than 100 V.

The main disadvantage of SiPM is dark current caused by thermally generated avalanches. In this phenomenon avalanches could be generated even if a photon was not detected. Electrical signals from thermal generation are the same like those from photons. Dark Count Rate (DCR) defines how often thermally generated avalanches appear [13].

The Hamamatsu’s S10362-11-50U Silicon Photomultiplier has been used in an experiment. Parameters of this detector are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>S10362-11-50U</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effective active area</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>mm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of pixels</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel Size</td>
<td>50 x 50</td>
<td>µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photon Detection Efficiency</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCR</td>
<td>400 kcps</td>
<td>kcps (kilo counts per second)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Front-end ASIC

The front-end ASIC was developed to amplify and shape signals from Silicon Photomultiplier. The designed integrated circuit consists of three crucial elements: preamplifiers, pole-zero cancellation circuit (PZC) and peak detector and hold circuit (PDH).

The current signal from SiPM rises very quickly but falls rather slowly. In order to perform next measurement, the previous avalanche has to be completely discharged. To keep measuring at a proper rate a falling edge of SiPM’s signal has to be as short as possible. PZC fulfills these requirements and normalizes the signal in time to avoid undershoots and overshoots of signals.

The ASIC consists of four channels. Each channel is able to perform measurements in parallel. A signal from SiPM can be measured in two ranges of gain: high and low.

The amplitude on the preamplifier’s output is proportional to the number of avalanches appearing in SiPM, it is necessary to detect the peak amplitude and hold it for an analog to digital conversion in ADC. This is done by a peak detector and a hold circuit.

The ASIC has two independent comparators for each channel and enables to change the comparator’s threshold separately in each one. More precise information about the front-end ASIC are in [14].

Figure 3 shows signals of the amplifier’s output of ASIC in a persistence mode. This mode allows to observe signals for chosen time interval and present them together on a single plot. It shows some specific levels of amplitude. Each level represents different number of photons registered by a detector in a single measurement. The first level corresponds to one photon, second level corresponds to two photons, etc.

4. Optical block with scintillator

Scintillators are materials which rely on the emission of photons from the excited states. They are widely used to measure radiation. In the presented measurement system a scintillator converts cosmic rays to light which is detected by SiPM [15].

The wavelength shift fiber (WLS) is the connection between scintillator and SiPM. The fiber is made from a scintillator material – Kurraray’s plastic scintillator fiber. Maximum of absorption spectrum for the WLS is equal to 430 nm. For emission this spectrum is shifted towards 480 nm [16, 17].

Figure 4 shows an optical block set up. In the center of a scintillator there is a groove where a fiber was placed. To provide the best connection between these two parts optical grease was used. Optical grease has a similar refractive coefficient to that of the WLS fiber. As a result, the reflection is reduced and more photons generated in scintillator can enter the fiber.

Figure 5 shows the connector of WLS fiber. At the ends of WLS fiber there are SMA adapters. To couple SiPM and WLS fiber a special connector was made. This enables to make a replaceable block for a detector.
and place the fiber’s end on the center of an active area of the detector. This connection is crucial for the level of efficiency.

The coincidence system is a crucial element in the data acquisition system. It was implemented in FPGA. The SiPM generates signals from detected photons and also generate thermal signals. Coincidence enables to distinguish these signals and can reduce influence of thermal generation on the measurement. In effect data which are probably produced by cosmic ray are gathered.

The coincidence block gives an opportunity to set two modes of operation (Fig. 8). First mode provides simple logical conjunction. If signals from both comparators are active a coincidence signal is also active and the data are collected.

Second mode enables to set a time window. When a signal from one comparator is active a system waits for a fixed time. If during this fixed time second comparator becomes active then coincidence occurs, if not a system ignores coming data. The time window discriminator block will reset counter. The time of the coincidence window can be changed.

PC application provides graphical interface to control the system and gather data. Data can be collected in two ways: as histogram to speed up the measurement or every single record to receive more precise information. The second method provides information about amplitudes from two channels and time between following events.

6. Results

6.1. Thermal generation. Measurements of thermal generation were carried out. An oscilloscope was used to observe data and signals from coincidence. Figure 9 shows oscilloscope waveforms. Coincidence signals were connected as a trigger input. Signals from ASIC’s amplifiers from both channels were connected to the oscilloscope. Waveforms were gathered with the same persistence as setting up the time option and in the same temperature. On the top of each subfigure a coincidence signal is presented. Lower there are signals from two channels. The comparator threshold was set at the level of 2.5 photoelectrons.

Figure 9 shows main differences between the two presented modes. In the time window mode the coincidence time is fixed and is equal to 12 ns. Time of coincidence in a conjunction mode changes up to about 100 ns. Voltage pulses
at amplifier outputs have the duration of 100 ns, therefore comparators also last 100 ns. It leads to situations, where a coincidence signal is generated even when pulses on both channels appear with the 100 ns delay. When there is no delay between channels it can be seen that coincidence lasts as long as a comparator signal (100 ns). This two extreme situations, are presented in Fig. 10. It is the reason why an oscilloscope gathered more events in the logic conjunction mode (2043 sweeps) than in 12ns time window mode (437 sweeps).

In the coincidence time window mode dependencies between thermal generation counts and a time window are presented in Fig. 11. Data was gathered using the measurement system and PC application. The bigger coincidence window the higher value of dark count rate appear.

The process of thermally generated avalanches is stochastic. Number of those avalanches can be reduced by simultaneous measurements of signals in two or more SiPMs with coincidence [11, 18–20].

The dark count rate of examined SiPM has been on the level of 800 kcps (Table 1). When a measurement system operates in the time window mode and a coincidence signal lasts 12 ns, then the measured dark count rate has the value of 8 kcps. The thermal generation influence was reduced by two orders of magnitude.

6.2. Calibration. An acquisition system has been calibrated before measurements of cosmic rays. It is needed to find dependence between amplitude of front-end ASIC in ADC unit and number of photons. Calibration was made using the blue LED diode as a light source. The histogram of the signals gathered using the LED diode is presented in Fig. 12. Each peak on histogram corresponds to a different number of photons appearing at the moment of measurement on the surface of SiPM. The first peak refers to one photon, second peak to two photons and so on. Data was gathered in a synchronous way with LED diode pulses. Hence in measurement there is a small number of thermally generated signals.

The Levenberg-Marquardt method was used to find local maxima of the histogram. It minimizes the weighted mean square error between the raw data and the best nonlinear fit $f$:

$$y[i] = f(x[i], a_1, m_1, \sigma_1, a_2, m_2, \sigma_2, ...).$$

The nonlinear fit curve model $f$ is the sum of Gaussians:

$$f(x, a_1, m_1, \sigma_1, ...)= a_1 e^{(-x-m_1)^2/\sigma_1^2} + a_2 e^{(-x-m_2)^2/\sigma_2^2} + ...$$
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The best fit parameters determined from the Levenberg-Marquardt method are the y and x coordinate of local maxima.

Local maxima were used to calibrate the output signal as a function of a photon number (Fig. 13). From this plot the gain of the detector (amplitude in ADC referring to one photon) can be found. It is equal to 40.6 ADC per photon.

6.3. Cosmic ray. The method for thermal generation reduction in low level light applications using a coincidence system with a time window was verified in cosmic ray measurements. This phenomenon has a random character. The cosmic rays measurements are presented in Fig. 14 in a form of histogram. It represents relationship between number of counts for each number of photoelectrons. During measurement the threshold of comparators was set to 2.5 photoelectrons. It can be seen that the thermal generation disturbs measurements in a logic conjunction coincidence mode. Figure 14a has his maximal value just after the threshold. Most of these coincidence events is generated by thermal generation. For the 12 ns time window coincidence mode the maximum value is equal to 12 photoelectron (Fig. 14b). The shape of Fig. 14b corresponds to the Landau shape which is consistent with theory [21].

Figure 15 represents a histogram of time between consecutive events. Influence of thermal generation can be seen here as well. Histogram counts for low time bins in the coincidence logic conjunction mode have higher values.

7. Conclusions
The method for thermal generation reduction in low level light applications was developed. The measurement system
includes silicon photomultipliers with the dedicated front-end ASIC and FPGA driver for single photon detection.

Cosmic ray was used as a signal source of a random character to test self-coincidence performance. The scintillator-based optical block was built to measure cosmic ray.

Two coincidence methods were compared: logic conjunction mode and time window mode. In the random signal measurement time window a coincidence mode is more effective. Using this method the dark count rate can be successfully reduced.
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